FADHEL HUSSEIN SALEH HENTIF, also listed as FADIL HUSAYN SALIH HENTIF,

Petitioner,

v.

GEORGE WALKER BUSH et al.,

Respondents.

Civil Action No. 06-CV-1766 (CKK)
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SERIAL: KIR 7739706203.
PASS: 2
COUNTRY: AFGHANISTAN (AF).
IPSP: 2
SUBJ: KIR 7739706203 DOCUMENT ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS LISTS OVER 150 AL-QAEDA MEMBERS SCHEDULED FOR TACTICS, ARTILLERY, SECURITY, SNIPERS AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRAINING.
WARNING: THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: 20010325.
PAGE 05 RHESNG3586
REQS: 2
SOURCE: INFORMATION FOR THIS REPORT WAS OBTAINED FROM HARMONY DOCUMENT NUMBER AFGP-2002-600875.
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COMMENTS SECTION BELOW.
SUMMARY: AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF ARABIC DOCUMENT LISTS OVER 150 AL-QAEDA MEMBERS SCHEDULED FOR TACTICS, ARTILLERY, SECURITY, SNIPERS, AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRAINING DATED MARCH 2001 BY THE OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS.

TEXT: 1. BACKGROUND. THE ORIGINAL HARMONY DOCUMENT NUMBER AFGP-2002-600875, WAS RECOVERED BY U.S. COALITION FORCES FROM AN AL-QAEDA HOUSE IN KANDAHAR. AFGHANISTAN (NFI).
2. AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF ARABIC DOCUMENT LISTS OVER 150 AL-QAEDA MEMBERS SCHEDULED FOR TACTICS, ARTILLERY, SECURITY, SNIPERS, AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT TRAINING DATED MARCH 2001 BY THE OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS.
TRANSLATION FOLLOWS--
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE MERCIFUL AND COMPASSIONATE

CONFIDENTIAL
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THE OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS ANNOUNCES THE START OF
REGISTRATION FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES--
- TACTICS
- ARTILLERY

REGISTRATION FOR THE COURSES WILL BE FROM 16 TO 30 MUHARRAM
OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE MERCIFUL
AND COMPASSIONATE COURSES SCHEDULE
NO.-SUBJECT-CLASS DATE-NOTES
NO. 1-TACTICS CLASS-29/12/1421H.-
NO. 2-ARTILLERY CLASS-29/12/1421H.-
NO. 4-SNIPERS CLASS-29/12/1421H-
NO. 5-IMPLEMENTATION CLASS-AFTER THE SECURITY AND
IMPLEMENTATION
COURSES THAT ARE CURRENTLY ONGOING.-
FYI, GOD WILLING THERE WILL BE TWO CLASSES IN TACTICS AND TWO IN
IMPLEMENTATION.

OFFICE OF MUJAHIDEEN AFFAIRS IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE MERCIFUL
AND COMPASSIONATE
SECURITY COURSE NO. 4

NO.-NAME (29 LISTED)
-AL-MUTASIM AL-SALAFI
-ABU MU'ATH
-FURQAN
-ABU KHAYTHAMAH
-ABU USAMA
-ABU AL-NA'IM AL-SHARQI
-MUSA AL-NASHAMI
-'ABD AL-QAWI AL-SHAREEF
-HADHIFAH AL-SAN'ANI
-HAMMAM AL-SAN'ANI
-ABU MUSLIM AL-KURDI
-'ISA AL-BAKISTANI
-ABU YASIR AL-KURDI
-ABU MOHAMMED AL-KURDI
-ABU HAMMAM AL-QATARI
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-ABU SALMAN AL-TURKUMANI
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-ABU AL-FIDAA' AL-TA'IZI
-IZZUDDIN AL-KUWAITI
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-AL-SSA'SSA' AL-NAJDI
-ABU MUS'AB AL-SHISHANI
-ABU YASIR AL-BAHRI
-ABU AL-BURAA' AL-ABYANI
-ABU TARIQ AL-ASAD
-ABU AL-BURAA' AL-HADHRAMI
-ABU MALIK AL-'ARINI
-ABU 'ABD AL-RAHMAN AL-NAJDI
-ABU TAHIR AL-SHISHANI
-ABU AHMED AL-TA'IFI
-JULAIIBEB AL-MADANI
TRAVEL TO THE AIRPORT ON TUESDAY 18/12/1421,
OFFICE OF MUJAHIDdeen AFFAIRS
IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE MERCIFUL AND COMPASSIONATE
TACTICS COURSE NO. 2
NO.-NAME (57 LISTED)
-ABU YOUNIS AL-JAZA'IRI
-'ABD AL-JABBAR AL-JAZA'IRI
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-'ABD AL-RAHEEM AL-JAZA'IRI
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-ABU 'OMAR AL-JAZA'IRI
-ABU MUSTAFA AL-IRAQI
-ABU AL-HARITH AL-IRAQI
-HAMMAM AL-JABALI
-'ABD AL-RAHMAN AL-HAKEEMI
-MUS'AB AL-ANSARI
-ABU AYYOUB AL-NAJDI
-ABU HAJIR AL-YEMENI
-ABU SUHAYB AL-MISRI
-ABU MUHSIN AL-GHAREEB
-ABU 'OMAR AL-SHAMALI
-BATTAR AL-BAHRI
-ABU MU'AAATH AL-ANSARI
-ABU YAHYA AL-QASEEMI
-MAHJEN
-YASIR AL-ANSARI
-MUS'AB AL-TABOUKI
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-AHMED AL-FILIPINI
-ABU AHMED AL-SAN'ANI
SERIAL: IIIR 7 739 7062 03.

COMMENTS: 1. THIS INTELLIGENCE REPORT IS DERIVED FROM
HARMONY DOCUMENT NUMBER AFGP-2002-60087.
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3. REQUEST THAT THE REPORTED INFORMATION BE EVALUATED FOR
ITS UTILITY, VALUE, AND SUPPORT TO AND INFORMATION NEEDS.
COLL: BA; CA; MM.
INSTR: U.S. NO.
PREP: 2
ACQ: 2
DISSEM: FIELD: NONE.
WARNING: REPORT CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL
HMSNG://1089354/
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